






























































































































































• Two workload factors from this data:
• Total number of climbing + 
descending 
• Ratio of simultaneously climbing 
and descending sets of flights
Flights Near Horizontal Sector Boundaries










Existing Routes, Existing Sectors 
Scenario B:














Sector Loading and flights near Horizontal sector Boundaries are found to 

















ZOB 59: FL 330-379
Existing Sectors & Routes
Existing Sectors New Routes
ZOB 59: FL 330-379
A ‐> B: Loading goes down because traffic has been spread out and segregated into distinct lanes.














ZOB 79: FL 350-999









ZOB 79: FL 350-999








• A methodology was developed to analyze route changes on sector 
performance
• Applied to proposed route and sector changes in Cleveland Center
• A metric was developed to identify:
– Controller workload metrics most affected by route changes
– Sectors most affected
• Sector loading and Flights near horizontal sector boundaries show 
the most effect when routes are changed
• Most proposed sector changes made to accommodate new routes 
improve sector performance
• Some potential performance issues identified 
